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The game takes place in Need For Speed Underground's open world environment where players race in a variety of different cars and make illegal street races. Features list Underground 2 have a dynamic leaderboard system that counts the win/loss stats of the players. Rivals characters and the player can be unlocked for purchase or free and progress through the game by earning experience. Need for
Speed Underground 2 Underground 2 is developed by Canadian based Electronic Arts Inc. and published by Electronic Arts Inc. The game Underground 2 was released in 2013 for Microsoft Windows, PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360. The game Underground 2 is a continuation of the previous game Underground. Underground 2 released on February 28, 2013. Underground 2 is a game where players can
take to the streets of Las Vegas in a range of fast and exotic cars. This is an arcade street racing and freerunning game where players are racing their way through a series of illegal and illegal racing across the streets of the city. Story After the events of Need For Speed: Underground, the city of Las Vegas is declared a no-go zone by the authorities. Rookie racer Parker McCall is about to lose his
contract with the Need For Speed Franchise. Need For Speed Underground 2 introduces a new racer called Parker McCall who is hired by Ryan McCall, the older brother of Parker McCall to win back the contract. The two set off to win the contract back from the player at the end of the game. Gameplay The core gameplay of the game Underground 2 is the racing and freerunning similar to that of
Need For Speed Underground. The gameplay starts with the player driving through the streets of Las Vegas after receiving the player's task to reach a location to complete a task. The task starts when the player hits a police car. The player has to complete the task within the time limit. If the player completes the task in time, he or she gets a cash reward. The cash reward is then used to purchase cars or
unlock additional upgrades. The player has to start the game over again if he or she fails to complete the task in time. There is a single player career mode in the game where the player has to complete tasks and earn money and unlock cars to win the contract. The player can play with the single player career mode or the multiplayer. There are many different classes of cars such as muscle cars, retro
cars, exotic cars, and classic cars in the game. The gameplay is similar to that of Need For Speed 82157476af
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